In situ hybridization in human and rodent tissue by the use of a new and simplified method.
In situ hybridization (ISH) is a method that detects and localizes DNA or RNA in morphologically preserved tissue and cell preparations. The method is based on the principle that DNA or RNA will undergo hydrogen binding to complimentary sequences. Selective probes are labeled and used in order to detect specific sequences in tissues or cell preparations. Even though the method has improved over the past decades, there are still issues with sensitivity and specificity. The protocols are nonstandardized, and often time consuming due to multiple steps. In this paper, we have used a new and commercially available ISH kit for the detection of mRNA in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue. We have used both human and Mongolian gerbil tissue, and we evaluated mRNA expression of the neuroendocrine markers chromogranin A and histidine decarboxylase in both normal tissue and poorly differentiated tumor. In our experience, this method offers excellent sensitivity and specificity. The protocol is more standardized, and our results have been consistent. It is also less time consuming than conventional ISH protocols.